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"Mr. Kaminski? Dr. Walsh will see you now."

The secretary threw a forced grin at Kyle and focused on her transparent screen.

Kyle stood up and fixed his stance. His black curly hair was frizzy. He took a

moment to tidy it and push back the large framed glasses closer to his brown eyes. He

looked brisk. With a satisfied smile, he took a look at his borrowed lab coat and his guest

visitor card. It read "Chain Neurology Research Institute - Security Clearance Level 3".

He put the card around his neck and picked up his leather bag. He walked past the
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secretary, glancing at a tattoo of a triangular eye on her wrist. He knocked on the door

and walked in.

"Mr. Kaminski, welcome. I'm doctor Evan Walsh."

"Dr. Walsh, it's such an honor" said Kyle as they shook hands.

"Please, take a seat. We'll start our tour shortly."

Kyle sat and pulled out his electronic notebook. Dr. Walsh was in his late fifties.

With a forelocked head and white hair, he fit the common description of a seasoned

scientist. Underneath his white coat, he wore a clean blue shirt and a gray hauler vest

complimented by a navy blue bowtie. The colors livened his pale white skin, tired blue

eyes and deep wrinkles.

"How long have you been studying mind links Mr. Kaminski?"

"Please sir, Kyle. About 8 years now. It started as my PhD research."

"Fascinating. I must admit, it's becoming challenging to encounter other scholars

in this field. People are not interested in long term research anymore."

"Growing up, I'd watch the news and read articles filled with your work sir. Both

neurology and space exploration have been huge passions of mine."

Dr. Walsh smiled with pride. Kyle received the validation with warmth and tried

to contain his adoration.

"Of course, such a groundbreaking announcement brought a lot of attention. Yet

it's been twenty eight years since we sent out the shuttle and the interest died out over

time."
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"Not for me and my colleagues sir."

"I felt shocked when your foundation reached out with the interest of support.

Our funding has thinned over the years." Dr. Walsh's smile got replaced by deep concern

and a few quiet nods. He pulled his chair back and stood up.

"Let's start, shall we?"

***

The room lit up with blue neon lights. A mechanical voice started a countdown

from five. Kyle and Dr. Walsh embraced themselves for an ear-splitting air shower.

"Sensation, Mr. Kaminski. The mind is driven by sensation." yelled Dr. Walsh over

the strong fans. "A flick of dust landing on the subject can cause a tingle. A tingle can

cause an urge to itch. The urge can break the link between the two minds. We must stay

adept."

Kyle's hair became an unkempt mess. He had to hold his glasses so they wouldn't

fall off. The shower finished and the door ahead let out a hiss. Dr. Walsh’s eyes followed

the motion of the slide and he walked out.

"Summarize what you know about our research and expedition Mr. Kaminski."

They were walking through a bright white hallway with multiple doors on each

side. Most of the rooms had a red lamp above indicating a forbidden entry.

"The mind link project started thirty four years ago. The lead neurobiologist and

founder Carol Alman had a dream one night. Her idea was to create organic clones,

called husks. They would have identical bodies with the subjects but empty minds.
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Biologically alive, but their brain functionality would run at minimal capacity. The goal

was, using high velocity wireless links, connecting the minds of the subject and the

husk."

Kyle paused and inspected the hallway. They were approaching the only door

with a green light above, placed at the end of the hallway.

"Is that what they say Mr. Kaminski?" chuckled Dr. Walsh. "That she had a dream

one night?"

"The papers written on the project never elaborate sir."

They stopped in front of the door.

"It wasn't a dream that triggered her. It was an intuition. A divine message. It was

her scientific calling, Mr. Kaminski. To connect one mind with two bodies."

Dr. Walsh raised his ID card towards the door. It slid and they walked through.

Kyle froze in astonishment. Eight stacked circular floors. Filled with hundreds of white

ants scampering. The brightest neuro scientists of the era, working side by side with

astronomers. The overwhelming pattern of white coats broke with occasional blue

overalls indicating engineers. Kyle also noticed men in protective black suits with

automatic weapons. They monitored the ants.

"How many people are working on the project Dr. Walsh?"

"We have about 400 scientists, 200 engineers and 120 security personnel. Half

are working on the experiments, while the other half is building our next shuttle."

Kyle wrote down every little detail he saw or heard.
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"This way." said Dr. Walsh as they entered a lab.

"Dr. Alman's goal was simple." He pointed out to two identical men behind a glass

divider. They were standing on two separate platforms. Both moved their right arms in

circular motion. Both smiled, frowned, then smiled again simultaneously. The man on

the left had an electronic crown placed on his head. The man on the right had a blinking

red light on his forehead.

"To use the husks for dangerous missions, is that right sir?"

"That is accurate. Deep dives into the ocean formerly not possible, dangerous

cave expeditions, impossible constructions. The possibilities were endless."

"You have defied physical death."

"When the two minds link, the subject controls all the movement of the husk. And

so he or she does without moving a muscle. But first, we need to synchronize the

minds."

Kyle kept taking notes. He observed the men behind the glass and the screens

next to them for a while. With each harmonious movement, the numbers went up. The

large one showed sixty five percent. Now sixty five point one.

"How long does it take to synchronize the minds sir?"

Dr. Walsh started walking towards the next divider.

"We start by producing the husk of a subject. After the initial DNA sample, it takes

a year to create an organic clone of an adult body ."
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He stopped and observed two women with long wavy hair laying on green beds.

They were both strapped. A scientist with a white mask inside the chamber counted

down from three. Kyle heard the sound of a deep electrical buzz followed by the two

women screaming in agony.

"In early stages of our research, we hit many walls. One of which was the speed of

synchronization."

"Then three years in, you realized how pain worked as a catalyst."

"That is correct. Yet, too much pain or emotional stress would sever the link. We

had to find a sweet spot."

The women inside the chamber screamed again.

"To answer your question Mr. Kaminski, depending on the mind of the subject,

from two to four years."

Kyle's eyes grew. Dr. Walsh nodded in bitter condolence and walked out.

They both stood over the inner edge of the giant circular floor. In the middle of

the impressive structure, a cylinder shaped shuttle stood proud. Three wings connected

through the rear end with solar panels placed upon them. Kyle looked down to see thirty

or so blue overalls assembling, drilling and welding. The carving on the body read

"Chain Voyage-2".

"What happens when the mind link breaks under the wrong circumstances sir?"

"We've had many incidents over the years. What is important to understand, Mr.

Kaminski, is that a body can not host two minds at once."
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"So when it breaks, the two minds merge?"

"Merge is a funny word we've tried to avoid over the years."

Dr. Walsh leaned on the white railings to focus on the construction.

"Regardless of how minimal the mind activity of the husk is, it's never

non-existent. Thus, they do not merge. They split or collide."

Kyle raised his eyebrows in confusion.

"When the link breaks without the right supervision two possibilities emerge.

Either the subject's mind gets attacked by the mind of the husk,  trying to act as one.

Imagine two babies in a womb trying to consume each other. Or-"

"Was that the reason for the high suicide rates when the research started?"

Dr. Walsh stood in silence. Kyle didn't need any further approval.

"Or the mind splits into two, both stuck in their respective bodies. Without the

other half of the mind, the cognitive abilities shrink to accommodate. Alive from a

biological perspective. Dead from any other."

"Are there any correlations between mind splits and the latest news of

disappearances?" said Kyle as he braced for an unpleasant reaction. Dr. Walsh stood

straight and smiled. His eyes weren't kind anymore.

"I'm sorry, sir. The success of my thesis depends on knowing all the facts."

"No, Mr. Kaminski. They are not related."

The mutual silence increased the tension until Kyle cleared his throat and gulped.
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"What about Dr. Alman's voyage, sir?"

Dr. Walsh started a stroll with his hands crossed behind his back. Kyle felt an

obligation to follow.

"Carol- Dr. Alman was all about breaking boundaries. She wouldn't rest until she

proved the whole world the value of her findings."

Three armed men started following Kyle. He leered to figure out if they had an

agenda. Their holstered weapons were a relief.

"Once we established the first successful links, she went on a tour to secure more

funding. Her goal was to enable space travel without risking the expeditioners."

Dr. Walsh greeted colleagues passing by.

"The funding was the easy part. Finding volunteers to take on space travel, not so

much. People were afraid of our research. They read about the possible outcomes."

"I remember the interview she gave on a news channel, sir. She talked about the

risk of cryogenics and losing well trained personnel on the trip. The possibility of not

returning was a likely outcome."

"Indeed Mr. Kaminski. Mind links were the perfect solution to all concerns. If

anything went wrong with the expedition, we could follow the protocol. Sever the mind

link and wake up the subjects. They would never be at risk to begin with."

"Yet to increase the chance of success, she picked one of the closest habitable

exoplanets. Gliese 667 Cc. Is that right, sir?"
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"Approximately twenty four light years away. The initial calculations proved our

suspicions. She would reach the destination in about twenty six years. She would then

report her findings and we would sever the link once she runs out of resources."

"Why Gliese 667 Cc?"

"She picked it herself. A jade river of light flowing through an orange sky, as she

explained it. Never gave us more context."

The armed men walked closer to Kyle. In the distance, three scientists left a

hallway and scurried down the stairs. The amount of chatter in the headphones of

engineers increased. An uneasy but subtle rush was taking over the floor.

"It's been twenty eight years since she left, sir. Official resources have confirmed

the institute moving on. Why did you give up hope and start building a new shuttle?

What happened?"

Dr. Walsh halted. He looked around in suspicion and distress. He looked back at

the armed men to get a sign of comfort with no avail. An engineer and a scientist exited

an elevator and sprinted at him.

"Dr. Walsh, sir. We have received first contact. The team assembled in the

cryogenics wing. They are waiting for your further instructions to proceed."

The scientist was gasping for air as she let out an occasional laughter. Dr. Walsh

stood in silence and nodded. Then he turned around to face Kyle with his teared up eyes

of joy. He was showing his first sincere smile of the day.

"Follow me Mr. Kaminski. You will be witnessing history today."
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***

"Dr. Alman is still alive?"

Kyle was trying to catch up to Dr. Walsh. They were a group now consisting of five

military men, four scientists and an engineer. Below the ground floor, they were in an

unacknowledged, hidden away part of the facility.

"Our funders might have given up hope. The world might have given up hope. But

we didn't, Mr. Kaminski. We believed in her mission."

The group turned a corner. Kyle observed heavy traffic between laboratory doors.

Loud chatter, intercom announcements and anxiety.

"She said cryogenics sir" shouted Kyle. He didn't want his questions to remain

unheard through the noise. "I thought it was never considered due to heavy risk."

Dr. Walsh looked back in frustration and pity.

"You have heard of the paradox of the twins Mr. Kaminski, yes?"

"You mean when one travels at the speed of light and returns to Earth. The

traveler always remains younger since the time flows slower for him."

"Gliese is 24 light years away. The husk, traveling close to the speed of light, will

always age slower. Hence when the voyage began, we had to place Dr. Alman in light

cryosleep. To make sure she ages only twenty five percent of the normal speed."

"The husk has only traveled around six years" mumbled Kyle. He seemed to be

running his own calculations.
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"To achieve perfect synchronization, the subject and husk must remain identical.

The mind can not endure the stress of biological duality."

Dr. Walsh's entourage stopped in front of a large sized metal door. Loud cranks

and shafts rotated and the door opened. The group walked in with haste.

"Status report."

Dr. Walsh walked towards a collection of electronic screens to observe. Kyle

walked in to see four scientists taking notes as they roamed. In the middle of the room,

under a light blue light, he realized a cryopod with streams of data flowing on its

surface. In its glass chamber, the pod shed neon lights on the body of Dr. Alman. The

room was colder than any other part of the facility. Kyle felt a shiver down his spine.

"Look at her. She has hardly aged." he whispered.

"Ninety three percent synchronization. We expect a level of bleeding effect." said

one of the scientists as she turned to Dr. Walsh.

"Elaborate the potential impact Dr. Lin."

"Some basic functions will happen in parallel. Eye and mouth movement, facial

expressions and vocal abilities are the top candidates."

Dr. Alman groaned in her pod. The room became restless. Dr. Walsh rushed to the

pod and placed his hand on its top.

"Carol? Carol, can you hear me?"

Dr. Alman groaned again as she moved her head. She opened her eyes. She stared

into the ceiling without acknowledging anyone in the room.
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"Evan? Is that you?"

"It's me. How are you feeling?"

Dr. Alman stood still. Her eyes kept moving, tracking things unknowable to the

rest inside the lab.

"You sound like an old man, Evan."

Dr. Walsh let out a gentle laughter. Kyle noticed his humble relief accompanied by

an elusive tear down his cheeks.

"I am an old man now," confirmed Dr. Walsh "It's been almost thirty years since

we said our goodbyes."

"The ship. We must have crashed. Evan, my head hurts."

The four scientists observed their displays closer. They were inspecting the

results of a series of diagnostic tests.

"The synchronization rate is oscillating sir."

"Change the signal frequency to stabilize it." ordered Dr. Walsh as she stared at

the pod.

"Carol, where are you? Can you describe what you're seeing?"

Dr. Alman turned his head to the right, then the left. She looked lost in

astonishment. A second later her expression changed to concern.

"Did my ship go off the charted path?"
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"We don't know Carol. We lost contact two years ago."

"The logs show me orbiting the planet for three years. Something must have gone

wrong."

"What's important is that you're there."

"Running emergency diagnostics. It seems like I crashed right in the twilight

zone. Four hundred kilometers below the intended landing point."

Dr. Walsh made a gesture to the scientists within the lab. One of them started

typing in the information coming from Dr. Alman.

"AI is beyond repair. Same goes for the lift off and the majority of the control

systems."

The glimpse of hope in Dr. Alman's voice faded out.

"I'm requesting a sustainability report, Evan. Stand by for further data" said Dr.

Alman as she let out a gentle breath in pain "My head."

"Carol, are you okay?"

"The nutrition compartment decoupled during the crash. I have no food or water

left. Requesting an environmental report. Stand by."

Dr. Walsh made eye contact with the other scientists.

"Calculate for how long the husk can survive with the remaining oxygen" he

ordered "and get me a visual feed."
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"Two hours" responded a scientist as she crunched more numbers on her

keyboard.

"The temperature and the radiation is within the range of survival. There is a

strong gravitational pull coming from the north east. I need to investigate what caused

the crash."

"Carol."

"Evan, I'm going out."

Dr. Walsh pulled a chair next to the pod. Kyle realized one of the armed men was

moving closer to the red shiny emergency button. They were preparing for the worst.

***

"Status Dr. Lin" said Dr. Walsh with slight annoyance "and get me a visual feed,

right now."

"Thirty eight minutes of oxygen remaining. There is a disturbance in the signal.

Our visual feed requests are failing and the synchronization is inconsistent, sir."

Dr. Walsh shook his head in disappointment.

"The sand storm is not calming down. I've gathered soil samples but my visual

range is still minimal. I'm going to keep walking until I can reach a vantage point."

Dr. Alman's distressed voice filled the room. Kyle was trying to take note of

everything while making sure his presence went unnoticed. Two of the engineers

sauntered around the room, checking the electronics. The scientists were all either
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observing or running calculations. The security personnel stood closer to the door with

caution.

Dr. Alman gasped. Kyle tried to understand if the root of it was shock or fear. It

was neither. He sensed a profound relief. Serenity.

"It's here, Evan."

"What is there, Carol? Respond please." said Dr. Walsh with anticipation.

Everyone in the room froze.

"Like it was in my dream. The jade river of light tearing through the sky. It's

pointing at something. Almost as if it’s been calling for me."

"Carol, approach with caution. It may be a source of severe radiation."

"Temperature and radiation are still within range, sir. The synchronization is

reducing." chimed in one of the scientists.

Kyle heard panting and loud steps coming from the audio feed. Dr. Alman was

running towards something. A minute or two later she stopped.

"It's gorgeous, Evan. A mesmerizing beam of green light going into a structure.

Thousands of fifty or so meter tall cubes stacked on top of each other. They formed a

gargantuan mother cube. It's exactly how I dreamt it."

Everyone in the room looked around in confusion. One of the scientists brought

up a report on Gliese 667 Cc. She was trying to understand what Dr. Alman was

describing.
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"There is an entrance. About two hundred meters tall and fifty meters wide. I'm

going in."

"Twenty two minutes of oxygen remaining." reported one of the scientists as she

turned to Dr. Walsh.

"Prepare to sever the mind link" he reacted.

"Each cube has different symbols on it. No, they seem to be messages carved in

different alphabets. It must be a tomb or an altar. Evan, I must be entering a site of

pilgrimage."

Froythegh ngholethvan. Froythegh ninghihethvan.

"Carol? Could you repeat what you just  said? We may have lost you for a

moment."

"It's a massive hallway leading to a well filled with green light. My mind can't

quite grasp the size of it-"

Dr. Alman let out a shriek in torment. Dr. Walsh stood up in despair. He gazed

upon everyone in the room with his eyes begging for help.

"My head is killing me. I need to take a look before the link breaks."

"Carol, we are preparing to abort the mission. You have done enough. Please

retract."

"Thousands of stone gatekeepers are guarding it with idolization. All different

species. It must be a source."
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A moment of silence led to an angry chant coming from within the pod.

Froythegh ngholethvan. Froythegh ninghihethvan. Ghuthfvar sheghmehnin.

Dr. Alman's foreign words followed by her sudden shrilling scream alerted

everyone. She closed her eyes and went into a coma. Kyle took a step back towards the

door. The lights flickered four times. The engineers ran to the generators to maintain the

power surge. The scientists prepared to break the mind link. The armed men circled the

pod and raised their weapons.

"Initiating the link severance. Synchronization rate is eighty five percent." stated

one of the scientists. Dr. Walsh accepted the outcome. The lab turned quiet. Each

scientist and engineer reported the steps they were taking. Kyle watched the screen as

the synchronization rate dropped to sixty percent. When it reached fifty the panic

diminished. A minute later the mind link finally broke.

A deep gasp startled Kyle.

"Evan!"

Dr. Alman was awake once again.

"Carol, we are bringing you back. Please hang on."

"Evan, he is coming. This was his plan all along. Run the mind protocol! Purge the

minds!"

Dr. Walsh didn't know how to react.

"He is breaching! Do it now!
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He raced to the screens and started entering his credentials. Fear took over. The

armed men took fighting positions. Kyle put his back on the wall, frozen and lost.

"Initiating the mind protocol" yelled Dr. Walsh "Kyle! Get a hold of yourself, raise

the alarms!"

Kyle didn't react.

A thump from the pod echoed in the room. Dr. Alman punched the glass cover a

second time. She was trying to fight her way out of the pod. As the numbers of the

punches increased, the glass turned red. Blood started distorting the view from the

outside.

"Open the pod!" shouted Dr. Walsh.

"Sir, the protocol doesn't allow-"

"I said open the pod!"

He dashed towards the now open pod to check on Dr. Alman, raising his hands

towards the armed men. He didn't want them to do anything stupid.

"Carol? Honey, answer me." he said as he held Dr. Alman with affection. She didn't

show any signs of life. The purge seemed to have worked.

Without premeditation, Dr. Alman opened her eyes and grabbed Dr. Walsh by the

neck.

Froythegh ngholethvan. Froythegh ninghihethvan. Ghuthfvar sheghmehnin.

Nolubkheth olosnquvha.
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Her eyes glowed green.

"Shoot them, shoot both of them!" pleaded an engineer in panic at the security

"What are you doing? Shoot!"

He stood in hopelessness and misery. He looked down to see all three automatic

weapons on the ground. Dr. Alman let Dr. Walsh go and exited the pod. Both them and

the security turned towards the door, chanting with glowing green eyes. Repeating the

same foreign phrase, over and over again. He joined them in triumph.

The remaining scientists and engineers first stood up in dread. Then they

followed. They all turned towards the exit and sang an unholy anthem. With infinite,

glowing, green eyes.

Froythegh ngholethvan. Froythegh ninghihethvan. Ghuthfvar sheghmehnin.

Nolubkheth olosnquvha. Uyipghloth tifroy niuluv-ha.

Kyle's eyes were not open. He crawled around the wall to find a large button. He

pressed it to open the door. The now taken group walked out one by one. Kyle kneeled

next to their path, his eyes still shut tight.

He started unbuttoning his shirt. With his chest, a tattoo of a triangle eye circled

by cubes revealed itself. Where foreign symbols decorated each cube, a well of green

light surrounded them. Kyle raised his palms towards the ceiling and started chanting in

rejoice, in glory, in victory. The long awaited day was here.

"He/She is the one. He/She is absolute. We welcome him/her with joy. To be

granted divine unification. To merge with him/her as one."


